In the past several decades, many authorship attribution studies have used computational methods to determine the authors of disputed texts. Disputed authorship is a common problem in Classics, 
Introduction
Statistical techniques have been used to analyze the authorship of texts for over a century, but since Mosteller's and Wallace's famous analysis of the Federalist Papers [14] nearly 50 years ago, computer science has become an essential tool. Authorship attribution is a particularly common problem in classical literature, since authorship controversy surrounds many classical texts. Texts from the Greek and Roman era have barely survived themselves, so any information about their authors can only be gleaned from unreliable secondary sources written centuries later and from the original texts. One such text is Xenophon's Cyropaedia. Written in the 4th century B.C, the Cyropaedia is an 8-chapter account of the life of Cyrus the Great, the founder of the Persian Empire.
The sudden shift in tone from the first 7 chapters to the 8th chapter as well as a number of minor inconsistencies have caused scholars to doubt the authenticity of chapter 8, the epilogue. In general, 19th century scholars believed the epilogue was not authentic. Some suggested it was written by an entirely different author, perhaps even centuries later, or that it was written by Xenophon, but was not part of the original work and was added on later in his life. Most modern scholars believe that the chapter is authentic [7] .
Whether or not the epilogue is authentic greatly affects how to interpret the rest of the work. Much of the commentary analyzing Xenophon's works focuses on evidence of anti-Persian sentiment, making the Cyropaedia noteworthy, because it provides some of the strongest pro-Persian sentiment in the Xenophontic corpus. Some scholars explain this contrast by claiming that the Cyropaedia is entirely a Greek story transported into a Persian setting, meaning the events described are mostly fictional and much of the pro-Persian sentiment can be discarded. In contrast, others believe the work faithfully relates aspects of Persian life, which suggests that Xenophon did have some admiration for Persia. The authenticity of the epilogue greatly impacts whether to interpret the Cyropaedia as pro-Persian or anti-Persian. While the rest of the Cyropaedia expresses pro-Persian sentiment, the work's epilogue provides strong evidence of anti-Persian sentiment. The epilogue describes the fall of the Persian Empire, specifically its deterioration after Cyrus' death. Without knowing the authenticity of the Cyropaedia's final chapter, understanding Xenophon's motives in writing the work and using it as a source of information about Persian life is difficult.
Computational techniques for inferring authorship from a text vary widely, though the general approach involves breaking the given text into a set of features and using similarity functions or classifiers to compare the disputed text with other texts. Numerous feature sets have been tried over the past few decades, including word-based analysis, such as vocabulary richness or synonym pairs, syntax-based analysis, such as sentence length, and even meta-data, such as headers/footers and embedded dates [10] . Some of these feature sets have been rejected as good indicators of authorship, for example word length, but most of the features have been successful in some situations but not in others [8] , generally requiring more analysis to determine the best features to use for authorship studies.
The question of the authenticity of this epilogue differs from a classic authorship attribution problem in a few ways. First, the classic authorship attribution problem consists of a single text of disputed authorship and a number of candidate authors, who may have written the text. The goal of the analysis is to assign the text to the author who mostly likely wrote it by comparing the style of the test text to sample texts written by the candidate authors, called training texts. However, in this case, the chapter has already been attributed to Xenophon. It is nearly impossible to determine a realistic set of candidate authors, since the chapter may have been written at any point over several centuries, and we have no surviving texts for many classical writers. Thus the central question becomes anomaly detection, determining whether or not the epilogue differs stylistically from the other chapters of the Cyropaedia, rather than attribution. Additionally, the Cyropaedia is written in Ancient Greek. While authorship studies have been conducted in a variety of languages [10] , there has been much more focus on modern languages than on ancient languages. A few studies of Ancient Greek do exist, notably Morton's analysis of Greek prose, which focused on sentence length [13] , and Ledger's analysis of Plato [11] .
The central purpose of this project was to apply modern stylistic analysis tools to Xenophon's Cyropaedia to determine whether or not the epilogue is stylistically similar to the rest of the work. Thus, the study provides evidence on the authorship of the Cyropaedia. It additionally demonstrates the application of authorship attribution techniques to an anomaly detection problem.
More generally, it shows the usefulness of modern authorship techniques in analyzing classical literature.
The primary features examined we examined were N-grams and word frequencies, and our primary analysis techniques were cosine similarity, Naive Bayesian Classifiers, and Support Vector
Machines. The decision to use these methods is discussed in Section 2. Section 3 provides implementation details and Section 4 presents the results. Section 5 discusses these results specifically, while Section 6 discusses related works, and Section 7 concludes. These tests failed to identify significant stylistic differences between the epilogue of the Cyropaedia and the other chapters, which suggests that the epilogue was written by Xenophon.
Approach

Overview
Our general approach was to compare the final chapter of the Cyropaedia with the other Cyropaedia chapters in order to determine if it is stylistically different. For each feature set and classifier chosen, each chapter of the Cyropaedia was individually treated as a test text and the other 6 undisputed chapters (excluding the epilogue) were treated as training texts. In this way, the attribution techniques were adapted to perform anomaly detection. We also used text from other authors for comparison, specifically Plato, Aristotle, and Polybius. The choice of attribution techniques and training texts is discussed below.
N-Gram Frequencies
N-gram frequency analyses are a standard authorship attribution technique. N-gram extraction treats the entire text as a single string, ignoring whitespace. The number of occurrences of each consecutive set of N letters is counted to obtain frequencies (ex. the phrase "I am" contains the 2-grams "Ia" and "am"). One of the primary advantages of N-grams is that they provide context information, meaning N-gram frequencies reflect the author's word choice as well as word combinations. Other stylistic markers, such as word frequencies and vocabulary richness, provide information about the author's word selection, but not about how the author uses these words in combinations [20] .
N-gram based algorithms are also usually language independent, meaning an algorithm that works successfully with English is also likely to have high accuracy in other languages. Keselj (2003) used a profile-based authorship attribution method that involved creating a profile for each candidate author based on byte-level N-gram frequencies and achieved over 90% accuracy for classifying Modern Greek Texts, with the best results occurring for 3 ≤ N ≤ 5 [23] . The language independence of N-grams, as well as their simplicity and accuracy make them a natural choice of feature set in this study. We compared vectors of N-gram frequencies using cosine similarly. Cosine similarity, which measures the the distance between two vectors by the cosine of the angle between them, is a standard distance metric. Its main advantages include simplicity and efficiency [18] .
Word Frequencies
Word frequencies are another common feature set. They rely on the assumption that an author's choice of words is indicative of the author's style, so even across genres, an author will tend to use certain vocabulary. Variations involve changing the set of words examined. Suggested methods include using "synonym pairs", for example, the choice of "big" over "large" [9] , but more common is the use of "function words". Function words include particles, prepositions, and conjunctions, which serve as structural elements in a sentence. One of the problems with word frequencies is content dependency, meaning an author's word choice is influenced by the genre and topic of their writing, so the words may be more indicative of the text's contents than the author's style.
Hypothetically, an author would use similar function words regardless of genre, so these words could specifically target an author's style. Generating an objective list of function words to use can be difficult, especially in a language like Ancient Greek, which few authorship studies have focused on.
Instead, a list of the most common words in an text can serve as an approximate list of function words, since the most common words in any language tend to be structural rather than contentspecific. Words like "the", "and", and "that" tend to occur more frequently than words like "education" [10] . Using the 50 most common words has been successful [1] in distinguishing between authors. Function words are a particularly appropriate metric for analyzing Ancient Greek, because the language uses many particles. In this study, word frequencies were generated for all of the words occurring in the sample texts. We simulated a list of function words by only examining frequencies of the 50, 75, and 100 most common words.
In order to analyze the word frequencies, Multinomial Naive Bayesian Classification (NBC) and Support Vector Machines (SVM) were used. NBC uses conditional probabilities to calculate the probability that a given text belongs to a particular class [16] . The main drawback is that NBC assumes that features are conditionally independent, which is often not true in texts. However, NBC has been shown to provide accurate classification even with dependent features, though the probabilities generated are not always correct [4] . NBC is a common classification technique that performs well, even when compared with more complex algorithms.
Support Vector Machines have become widely used in authorship attribution. SVM defines a hyperplane to separate sets of training texts, seeking to minimize true error [21] . They are able to handle high-dimensional data, they eliminate the need for feature selection, and they do not require fine parameter tuning. Additionally, SVMs have been shown to outperform other methods, including Naive Bayesian Classifiers [9] .
Comparison Texts
Three authors were used as comparisons in some of the authorship tests: Plato, Aristotle, and Polybius. Plato's Laws serves as a comparison text since it was written around the same time period as the Cyropaedia and discusses similar themes. Many scholars even believe that Laws was written as a response to the Cyropaedia [7] . Additionally, the chapters in Laws are close in length to the Cyropaedia, specifically in the number of characters. However, Laws differs from the Cyropaedia in that it is written as a dialogue, whereas the Cyropaedia is plain prose. Aristotle's Metaphysics was chosen for comparison since it was also written around the same time as the Cyropaedia. Unlike Laws, Metaphysics is plain prose, so it can more directly be compared to the Cyropaedia. Polybius's
Histories was written about 200 years after the Cyropaedia, but it discusses history, especially focusing on the reasons behind the rise of the Romans. Thus, it discusses some of the same topics as the Cyropaedia and is also a historical text, which makes it a reasonable choice for comparison.
Additionally, in order to better judge how the chosen feature sets reflect style, comparisons were also made with the chapters of the Anabasis, a work attributed to Xenophon without dispute. Using the Anabasis chapters attempts to avoid interference from text content, in which the Cyropaedia chapters appear similar to each other simply because they all discuss the same subject matter. 
N-grams
We first extracted N-gram frequencies from the Cyropaedia. For each chapter, we counted the frequencies of all N-grams and divided them by the total number of N-grams in the chapter. Then, we created a master list of all N-grams occurring in the work. For each chapter, we created parallel frequency vectors using this master list. 0 was entered as the frequency for any N-gram not occurring in the chapter, so that each chapter was represented by a sparse list of frequencies of N-grams in the master list. We normalized the chapters for text length, by cutting off the end of longer chapters, so that all of the chapters were the same length as the shortest chapter. Each Unicode character in the text was considered a separate character, meaning identical letters with different accents or breathings were considered as different letters. The N-gram vectors were generated using Python scripts.
Cosine Similarity
We used cosine similarity function to analyze the N-grams vectors. This function was implemented using the pdist function in Matlab.
Word Frequencies
Word frequency statistics were downloaded from the Perseus Digital Library. Many Greek forms are ambiguous, meaning different words can have identical forms. For each word, The Perseus Vocabulary Tool determines a maximum frequency, attributing all ambiguous forms that appear in the text to the word, a minimum frequency, attributing no ambiguous forms to the word, and a weighted frequency. The weighted frequency assigns a weight to each inflected form according to how many dictionary forms the inflected word could be attributed to [17] . In this study, the weighted frequency per 10,000 words was used to approximate true frequencies. A master list of words was created, containing all of the words occurring in the training and test text and their combined frequencies. For the "All Words" studies, each chapter was represented using all of the words in the master list, meaning a frequency vector was created for each chapter, which contained a value for each word in the master list. For the "Most Common N" studies, a list of the most common N words was generated from the master list. Each chapter was represented as a frequency vector of length N, containing the frequencies of the words in the N Most Common list. The frequency vectors were generated using Python.
Classifiers
Multinomial Naive Bayesian Classification was implemented using the sklearn.naive_bayes package from scikit-learn. SVM was also implemented using sklearn package from scikit-learn [15] . A linear kernel was used (i.e. svm.SVC( kernel="linear")). Most text classification problems are linearly separable [9] , and more complex kernel functions can be slower and often do not increase accuracy. In particular, RBF functions can be sensitive to parameter selection [3] . Before using SVM classification, the frequency vectors were scaled using preprocessing.MinMaxScaler() from scikit-learn. Figures 1-4 show the results of the N-gram frequency analysis. The comparisons between just the Cyropaedia chapters, using frequencies of 2-grams, 3-grams, and 4-grams are shown in Figure 1 .
Results
As the value of N increases, the distances increase overall. In the 2-gram frequencies, all of the chapters are approximately the same distance from each other. In the 3-gram frequency, the first chapter is noticeably further away from the other chapters than they are from each other, and in the 4-gram frequencies, the epilogue is also slightly more distant from the other chapters. The probabilities shown are the log of the probability that the given chapter should be grouped in the Metaphyics. In the legend, "All" signifies that the frequencies of all of the words occurring in the training texts and test text were used to generate feature vectors. "50", "75", and "100" indicate that the 50, 75, and 100 most common words across the training and test texts were used to generated the feature vectors. In the right figure the exact same algorithm was performed, using Polybius's Histories as the second set of training texts instead of the Metaphysics.
The SVM classification in Figure 6 reveals similar results to the NBC classification in Figure   5 . Unlike Figure 5 , in Figure 6 , a high score indicates a close association with Xenophon. Thus, chapters 1, 5, and 8 show the closest associations with the other Cyropaedia chapters. As in Figure 5 , the chapters are generally more closely assigned to the Cyropaedia when all of the word frequencies in the texts are considers as features. Figure 5 , where each of the Cyropaedia chapters was treated as a test text, and the remaining chapters, along with chapters from Aristotle's Metaphysics or Polybius's Histories were used as training texts. Here SVM was used to classify the given chapter. All chapters were successfully attributed to the Cyropaedia. The results displayed are the probability that the given chapter is a part of the Cyropaedia. As in the previous figure, the legend distinguishes whether all words, the 50, 75, or 100 most common words were used as the feature set. Figure 7 attempts to distinguish the Cyropaedia chapters by classifying them as either Xenophon or Aristotle. However, instead of using the other Cyropaedia chapters as training texts, the chapters of Xenophon's Anabasis were used. The Naive Bayesian Classifier attributed all of the Cyropaedia chapters to Xenophon rather than Aristotle or Polybius. As in the previous figures, chapters 1, 5, and 8 were attributed to Xenophon with the highest probability. Additionally, using all of the word frequencies attributed the chapters to Xenophon with higher probabilities than the more selective feature sets. In the left figure, the chapters of Aristotle's Metaphysics and Xenophon's Anabasis were used as training texts. An NBC classifier was then used to classify each chapter of the Cyropaedia as written by Aristotle or Xenophon. All of the Cyropaedia chapters were successfully classified as written by Xenophon, and the log probabilities shown are the log of the probability that the given chapter was written by Aristotle. In the right figure, the exact same algorithm was performed, using the Anabasis and Polybius's Histories as training texts. All of the Cyropaedia chapters were successfully classified as Xenophon. As in the previous figure, the legend identifies whether all words, or the 50, 75, or 100 most common words were used to generated frequency vectors. Figure 7 was performed, using the Metaphysics and the Anabasis or the Histories and the Anabasis as training texts. Here, an SVM was used instead of a NBC to classify the Cyropaedia chapters. The probabilities shown are the probability that the given chapter was written by Xenophon, as opposed to Aristotle or Polybius. As in the previous figure, the legend distinguishes whether all words, the 50, 75, or 100 most common words were used as the feature set. However, while the Cyropaedia discusses the life of Cyrus, the Metaphysics discusses the philosophy of existence, so these two texts describe completely different subject matters. One of the problems with N-grams are their tendency to be too content-dependent [5] . While N-grams do accent some stylistic markers, like word order, they can also reflect the general vocabulary of a text, which is greatly dependent on the subject matter. Figure 4 demonstrates the problem of content dependency. Although chapter 1 of the Anabasis was undisputedly written by Xenophon, the chapter is clearly further away from the Cyropaedia chapters than they are from each other. However, the difference is less pronounced than the comparison in Figure 3 , between the Cyropaedia and Aristotle.
Discussion
In the 3-gram vectors, the Anabasis chapter measures a cosine distance of 0.1271, in contrast with Aristotle's 0.2208. In the 4-gram vectors, the Anabasis chapters yields an average distance of 0.3101, while the Aristotle chapter is 0.4347. The distance between the two Xenophon works suggests that the N-gram analysis is subject to interference by markers other than authorship, most likely content.
However, although the sample size in this study is too small to draw firm conclusions, the smaller distances between the Xenophon texts than between Xenophon and Aristotle suggest that these N-grams do reflect some stylistic measures of authorship.
In the context of Figures 3 and 4 , the results displayed in Figure 1 suggest that the epilogue of the Cyropaedia is not significantly different from the rest of the work. The 2 and 3-gram vectors show no significant difference between the epilogue and the other chapters of the Cyropaedia. In fact, in the 3-gram vectors, it is the 1st chapter, not the 8th chapter, that is slightly further from the other chapters. In the 4-gram vectors, the 1st chapter is again slightly further from the other chapters.
Although the 4-gram vectors show that the 8th chapter and the 1st chapter are both slightly further from the other chapters than they are from each other, neither the 1st chapter nor the 8th chapter are nearly as far from the other chapters as the Metaphyiscs chapter is in Figure 3 and the Anabasis chapter is in Figure 4 .
It is possible that the 1st and 8th chapters show slight deviations because of content dependencies.
All 8 chapters of the Cyropaedia are about Persia and Cyrus the Great, but the 1st chapter serves an introduction. It describes Cyrus's family, appearance, personality and education. The middle 6 chapters (2-7) focus on Cyrus's rise to power and include less relevant material like tactics and sophistic debates. The 8th chapter serves as an epilogue, discussing how Cyrus ruled his empire and the fall of Persia after his death [6] . The difference in focus, rather than a difference in authorship, could explain the slight distance between the 1st chapter, the 8th chapter, and the other chapters. Therefore, while the 4-gram vectors do suggest that the 8th chapter of the Cyropaedia differs slightly from the other chapters, this difference is not enough to conclude the chapter was written by someone other than Xenophon. Especially considering the 1st chapter, whose authorship has not been previously questioned, also differed slightly from the other chapters, it is likely that the slight deviation of the 8th chapter is due to the content-dependency problem of N-grams or the natural variations between chapters of the same work.
While the N-gram analysis compared the Cyropaedia chapters directly to each other, the results in Figure 5 and 6 compare the chapters first to Aristotle and Polybius. The chapters are then only compared to each other by their differences from Aristotle and Polybius. Since the Metaphysics and the Histories are both on different subjects than the Cyropaedia, this method allows content dependency to become less important. All of the Cyropaedia chapters differ in content from the texts they are being compared to.
The word frequency data, both with Naive Bayesian Classifiers and Support Vector Machines, reveal similar results. Figures 5 and 6 identify Cyropaedia chapters 1, 5, and 8 as the chapters attributed to Xenophon with the highest probability. Both of these figures support the authenticity of chapter 8. If chapter 8 were not written by Xenophon, the other 7 chapters would be expected to be attributed to Xenophon with higher probabilities than chapter 8.
Nevertheless, some of the Cyropaedia chapters might appear more similar to each other because some of them have more similar content than others. In this study, the use of the N most common words was used to imitate a list of function words, which can reduce the effects of content dependency. In Figures 5 and 6 , using the 50, 75, and 100 most common words results in greater distinction between the Cyropaedia chapters than using all of the words in the texts. It is possible that the using a smaller feature set reveals Xenophon's style more clearly. When using the full set of words, the content-dependency of some of the words causes the Cyropaedia chapters to be associated with each other with very high probabilities, but when using a smaller set of words, the stylistic differences between the chapters become more evident. However, in text classification, there are very few irrelevant features, and even features contributing less information about the authorship of a text can still provide considerable insight [9] . Thus, it is also possible that reducing the feature set causes relevant authorship information to be removed, so the chapters are associated One problem with the set up of this study is the choice of training texts. Aristotle's Metaphysics and Polybius's Histories are both formatted similarly to the Cyropaedia in that they are plain prose divided into chapters of about the same lengths. However, Xenophon primarily wrote history, often with didactic or fictional elements, while Aristotle wrote philosophy. Polybius did also write history, but he wrote at a slightly later time period than Xenophon, which could result in stylistic differences.
It is difficult to determine how the difference between texts might affect classification probabilities.
In Figures 5, 6 , 7, and 8, both the Aristotle comparisons and the Polybius comparisons have similar shapes. They both identify chapters 1, 5, and 8 as having the highest probability of attribution to Xenophon. More generally, they follow similar trajectories, across the 50, 75, and 100 most common words, as well as all words. The similarity of these results suggests that the deviations between chapters are reflective of the actual stylistic differences between Cyropaedia chapters, rather than misrepresentative probabilities because of the training text selection. However, using only Aristotle and Polybius does not provide a robust comparison and comparisons with more authors could be helpful to ensure the accuracy of the classifiers. Nevertheless, these results again support the authenticity of chapter 8. Across all data sets, it differs little from the other Cyropaedia chapters and is attributed to Xenophon with a high probability.
Although neither the N-gram analysis nor the word-frequency tests indicate that the epilogue of the Cyropaedia is unauthentic, the N-grams and word frequencies do not distinguish the chapters in the same way. dependency may have been a greater problem in N-gram frequencies. Since the differences between chapters overall were small, the differences between the N-grams and word frequencies are not very significant, and it is difficult to fully explain them. distributions as a way to profile authors [13] . While average sentence length has largely been rejected as a measure of authorship [10] , sentence length distributions show more potential [8] .
Related works
However, this method has a number of drawbacks. First, sentence length is easy for an author to control consciously, so a forger could easily imitate another author's sentence lengths. More importantly, sentence length depends on the punctuation of the text, so it is only a reliable measure when the text uses the original author's punctuation or when a single editor has punctuated all of the texts being compared [8] . It is difficult for classical texts to meet these criteria, since over the past millennia, the texts have changed hands many times and have often been recopied. Most punctuation in Greek texts is entirely modern and not necessarily reflective of the original author's intentions.
Morton also contributed to a study which analyzed the authorship of Plato's Seventh Letter [12] .
This study also looked at sentence distributions, as well as the distributions of specific particles within sentences. The method in this study has the same drawbacks as the previous one in that it depends on punctuation, which may not be reliable for many texts. The study also only looked at the distributions of 2 particles, while other studies have shown that tests generally perform better when they examine as many features as possible. A different technique involving word position and context had some success in Greek, its lack of success on Elizabethan dramas diminishes its credibility [19] . Considering the varied results of prior techniques used on Greek texts, there is a need for tests that can be reliably used. The use of more recent methods in this analysis of the Cyropaedia suggests that these modern methods have the potential to be adapted for Greek texts.
However, since this project focused on the authorship of a particular work, it did not involve a thorough test of these methods across a variety of texts, so more research is needed to establish the accuracy of N-grams and word frequencies tests with Greek.
A 1982 study of the Corpus Lysiacum did use word frequencies as one of the features to distinguish texts attributed to Lysias. This method used chi-squared tests to provide a distance measure. Chi-squared tests assume that features are independent, but independence is often not true in grammar. The study of the Corpus Lysiacum additionally involved parsing the text by hand, which is extremely time consuming and error prone [22] .
A third technique published in 1989 uses percentages of words containing specific letters, having a specific letter as the second-to-last letter in the word, and ending in specific letters as features for a total of 37 variables [2] . While this technique worked for analyzing Plato, it is not apparent why these particular features are good indicators of style. Without justification, it is difficult to apply this method to other texts, especially texts in other languages [8] . Nevertheless, this method does appear to work well for Ancient Greek.
Although these previous works have examined the authorship of Ancient Greek texts, they have not used modern tools now available, such as the electronic accessibility of many texts through databases like Perseus. N-grams and word frequencies have worked successfully in other languages, as have NBC and SVM. These methods have the potential to classify texts or detect outlying chapters with higher accuracy and more flexibility than tests previously tried. Further research should involve trying these methods on a variety of texts of known authorship in order to determine their accuracy.
Conclusions
The results of the N-grams and word frequencies suggest that the epilogue of the Cyropaedia was genuinely written by Xenophon, though these data are not sufficient to conclude if the chapter was part of the original work or added on later in Xenophon's life. Although the N-grams do suggest chapter 8 is further from the other chapters than they are from each other, chapter 1 also appears slightly further from the other chapters. Neither chapter is as far away as chapter 1 of Aristotle's Metaphyics, nor a chapter from the Anabasis. It is likely that these deviations are due to content dependency or natural variations in an author's style across a long work.
Similarly, using word frequencies as features identifies the epilogue closely with the rest of the work. NBC and SVM classifiers attribute chapter 8 to Xenophon with a higher liklihood than some of the other chapters, both when the other Cyropaedia chapters are used as a training text and when Anabasis chapters are used as training texts. This information can be very useful in interpreting Xenophon's motives behind writing the Cyropaedia and the lessons he wishes to impart. It suggests that anti-Persian sentiment was present in Xenophon's works.
More broadly, analyzing the authorship of Xenophon's Cyropaedia provides an example for future studies of classical works. Although more analysis is needed to best determine how to avoid content dependency and accurately represent an Ancient Greek text, modern techniques like SVM can be applied to Ancient Greek. This study also demonstrates how authorship attribution techniques can be modified to perform anomaly detection. Many works have been lost over the past millennia, and if a text is of disputed authorship, it is very possible that no work written by the real author survives for comparison. As in the case of the Cyropaedia, it can be impossible to determine even the century during which the text may have been modified, so finding a set of candidate authors becomes a hopeless task. The use of modern authorship attribution to perform anomaly detection on classical texts can greatly improve our understanding of prior literature, which in turn allows us to better understand prior civilizations.
